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Perhaps no book in the Bible has a more controversial history than the Song of Songs. It has been read in a
dozen different ways through the history of the church. And most have felt a strong tension between the
fact that, on the one hand, this book seems too "earthy," with its explicit sexual imagery, and on the other,
it is a part of the canon of Scripture. In other words, what is a book like this doing in the Bible? This
tension has been resolved in different ways through the ages. It has been at times treated as an allegory of
God's love for Israel, and at other times, in the Christian era, as an allegory of Christ and the church.
Other's have taken it as a kind of narrative of a marriage, which ultimately pictures God's love. Yet the
book has no mention of God, and has no mention of marriage per se (and only one mention of a
wedding). 

Why Was it So Misread?
For thousands of years the church has been utterly embarrassed by this book. Attempts have been made
all through history to read it as an allegory, so that it’s eroticism could be hidden rather than heard.
Gordon Fee and Douglass Stuart explain; 

To be sure, the book has had a long history of odd interpretation in the form of allegorizing. Because
readers were uncomfortable with its forthright, explicit exultation of human sexual love, many early
interpreters—both Jewish and Christian—looked for a way around it. They found it in the allegorical
“love songs” in the Prophetic Books—one way the prophets told the story of God’s love for his people,
Israel, and how that love was rejected or abused (e.g., Isa 5:1–7; Hos 2:2–15). Since some of the same
kind of language and imagery used by the prophets in these songs is also used throughout Song of
Songs, they concluded that the book was also an allegory. In an age when it was a common practice to
allegorize virtually all of Scripture (see p. 108), some early church fathers argued that the Song of
Songs should be read as an allegory of Christ’s love for the church. Indeed, an early church council (AD
550) forbade any other interpretation, so that it has prevailed until recent times. 

But even on the surface that is obviously not what the Song of Songs is about. Rather, it centers on
human love—love between a man and a woman, celebrating both this love itself and their attraction
for one another. After all, nothing in the Prophetic Books reads like this(!):

How beautiful you are, my darling!
Oh, how beautiful!
Your eyes behind your veil are doves.
Your hair is like a flock of goats
descending from the hills of Gilead.
Your teeth are like a flock of sheep just shorn,
coming up from the washing.
Each has its twin;
not one of them is alone.
Your lips are like a scarlet ribbon;
your mouth is lovely.
Your temples behind your veil
are like the halves of a pomegranate.
Your neck is like the tower of David,
built with courses of stone;
on it hang a thousand shields,
all of them shields of warriors.
Song of Songs 4:1–4

This is the language of a man’s adoration of his loved one in which he compares features of her
appearance to beautiful images in life. He is not talking, of course, about things that are strictly similar
in appearance but things that are similarly impressive visually. And so it goes throughout the book.
Nothing in the prophetic love songs compares with Song of Songs 5:2–6, where the woman recounts a
dream in which she was asleep and could not wake up and move fast enough to keep from missing
the man she loved when he called for her (“I slept but my heart was awake” is a poetic way of saying “I
was dreaming”). Here the dream serves to heighten the emphasis on the attraction she feels for the
man she loves and how frustrating it is when she misses a chance to be with him (cf. also 3:1–5).
(How to Read the Bible for All Its Worth, Fourth Edition, 255-256)

 
Such misreadings miss the point of the book, and, even worse, silence it’s powerful and inspired message
from God. This is inspired Scripture (II Tim. 3:16), and it is no man’s right to try to mute God.

What It Actually Is - An Inspired Anthology Of
Erotic Love Poems
Anyone who read these words in any context other than the pages of the Bible, or found them on an
ancient piece of pottery, would immediately recognize them as an erotic love song treating human
sexuality. Only its context in the Bible, combined with a dose of prudishness, and a sense that love poetry
was too mundane to be Scripture, ever made anyone turn to other readings. Ancient love poems from
Solomon’s era show by comparison that this is exactly what it is. As the IVP Dictionary of Old Testament
Wisdom and Psalms explains;

“One must conclude that Song of Songs as originally understood was regarded as a celebration of love
and sex, and the propensity to read it as an allegory of spiritual things was a late innovation in its
history. The tension between its sexual content and religious setting simply was not felt in earliest
times. The book was not about God and Israel, or about Christ and the church; rather, it was about
any man and woman in love, without God being explicitly in view. It is this fact that prompted the
later rereadings of the book” (IVPDOT).

The Book That Restored God-Shaped Sexuality In
Israel And Defeated Baal
In the ancient world, ritual and cultic sexual acts were so common and standard that they had left the
whole world with a distorted view of sexuality. Sexual acts were public, detached from commitment in any
way, and assumed to manipulate the pagan gods into changing seasons or bringing blessings. Two
worldviews dominated; that of Baal and Yahweh. Israel had all but capitulated to these pagan ideas, and in
so doing, had imbibed without noticing it a gross distortion of sex. “The fertility cult offered to Israel a
radically [distorted] understanding of human sexuality…In order to break the hold of Baalism on the
people, a very different interpretation of sexuality had to be asserted and taught and embraced”
(IVPDOTWPW, G. Schwab).

"Since the perspective offered in Song of Songs has so decisively

triumphed and become formative for the Judeo-Christian civilization,

students of the Bible today read it and wonder why it is there at all."

- G. Schwab

The God of Abraham had a different view than Baal. He created the human body, and created and loves
sex. Yet he had endued it with no magical powers, mythical import, or religious significance. It was a great
and good gift to human beings, but always in the context of monogamous, heterosexual marriage. These
two views of sex battled each other endlessly in Israel’s history. Until eventually, the Baalish view simply
disappeared, almost without a trace, and Judaism became so uniform in its understanding of sexual ethics
that we speak of a later “Judeo” or “Judeo-Christian ethic.” Who killed Baal? Surely the exile must be taken
into account, but what birthed the biblical sexual ethic that we now take for granted? What happened? Put
simply, this book happened. In one single swipe, its powerful message of the beauty of sexual love
explicitly yet tenderly expressed changed the way that Israel saw sex. God’s view won the battle. And it is
in fact precisely because the book was so successful in its aims that we have so long had problems really
hearing what it has to say.

“This monotheistic vision of sexuality—it is a part of creation meant for private enjoyment, governed
by God’s laws, which images his love for his people—[had] won the day. Since the perspective offered
in Song of Songs has so decisively triumphed and become formative for the Judeo-Christian
civilization, students of the Bible today read it and wonder why it is there at all. Song of Songs seems
simply to be stating the trivially obvious. But when it is remembered that this vision has not always
been accepted, and that ancient Israel flirted with a very different understanding of sex, then Song of
Songs, with its tacit polemic against Baal, makes perfect sense. Sex and God go together—tamper with
one’s view of either, and the other is also affected. The liturgists and allegorists are right in that Song
of Songs speaks to religious matters, but those matters concern human sexuality as understood by
Yahwist traditionalists over against the fertility cult” (IVPDOTWP).

The Book With The Power To Redeem Our
Sexually Broken World
Today, we face in the West a slightly different but just as dangerous distortion of biblical sexuality.
Distortions of God’s ideal are all around us, on  virtually every billboard, beamed into every living room,
accessible to every cell phone, and a part of extraordinary amounts public political discussion. Dan
Allender notes, 

“Of course we live in a sex-crazed world. It is
mad in terms of obsession with media
(television, films, music, magazines) and mad in
that sexuality is the subject of profound abuse,
perversion, distortion, and violence as a normal
course of life through pornography, prostitution,
sexual abuse, human trafficking, rape, and
promiscuity. But the church must deal with sex
differently than it has historically. Our culture
asserts that any consenting object of desire is
fair game for copulation. Individual will and
personal choice are the supreme values. But
Christ thinks differently, and he will get the last
say. That’s important….Each of the distortions
makes sex too important (and makes the Maker,
evaluator, and Redeemer of sex irrelevant). Sex
becomes your identity, your right, your
fulfillment, your need. This is moral madness.
Each ends up degrading sex as a merely natural
urge that must find an outlet. That, too, is moral
madness. Whether exalted or degraded, sex ends
up disappointing, self-destructive, and mutually destructive.”

Our temptation as a church will often be to be prudish and to silence this book. Allender goes on; 

“By far the most common reading of the text is to desexualize it by seeing it as an allegory of Christ
and his church. As an allegory, the book is not about sex—heavens no!—but is a spiritual tale told
through the apparently sensuous language of a marriage relationship. This presumes that each chapter
develops the story toward an ending that, like any allegory, concludes with a lesson to be learned.
There are God-honoring folks who hold passionately to this position. We believe they are wrong. Not
only does an allegorical approach rob the text of its true meaning, but it makes the Bible a book with
magical meanings to be decoded by the expert. In fact, an allegorical approach steals from us one of
the strongest messages that we need today: God loves sex.”

"In fact, an allegorical approach steals from us one of the strongest

messages that we need today: God loves sex.”

- Dan Allender 

We desperately need the message of this book today to ward off the attacks of the enemy against biblical
sexuality, to cure us of the distortions we have already imbibed, and to protect us from ideas that will
damage us. Further, we need it to change the world as we give them a better and gospel-shaped view of
the pleasure they covet so deeply but can never find in fullness apart from God and his ways. We must
fight both against contemporary notions that anything we desire sexually is therefore free game, and also
against notions long held in the church that tend to repression and embarrassment about godly sex. “The
Song presents sexuality as a good thing protected by marriage and not as an evil thing made permissible
by marriage. The latter attitude has been all too common on in Christendom” (Duane Garett). In short, we
need the book to do again today what it once did so powerfully in the history of God’s people. But this can
only happen if we are brave enough to open this box with frankness and Spirit-led freedom.

"We need the Song of Songs, frankly read, and freely taught, to do

today what it once did so powerfully in history - to utterly redeem our

misshapen views of sexuality."

(Tweet This)

In our hyper-sexualized, pornified culture, where humans made in the image of God routinely treat each
other as sexual objects, is there any real hope that followers of God might not only protect themselves
from damaging external ideologies, but also even change the way the world around us thinks of sex? Yes!
The history of this book reveals that a positive and God-shaped view of sex can in fact change not just us,
but the whole world, and halt Satan’s distortions of sexuality in its tracks. But this will happen only if we
will let it redeem out minds, even when it pushes us and makes us uncomfortable.

“The Song presents sexuality as a good thing protected by marriage and

not as an evil thing made permissible by marriage. The latter attitude

has been all too common on in Christendom.”

- Duane Garett

In the next blog post, "A Guide To Reading The Song Of Songs," we will offer a brief outline of the book,
and some suggestions for reading it well. But before we conclude this post, we must ask how to read this
book not only as Scripture, but as Christian Scripture. What does it mean to hear the voice of Jesus, and
read the book in light of him and his teaching?

Reading The Song With Jesus At Our Side
When the church has (rightly) exalted monogamous heterosexual marriage, it has often (wrongly) failed to
hear the message of Jesus and Paul (Matt. 19; I Cor. 7), who both relativized the marital and sexual union
and subordinated it to living for Jesus in the kingdom. Marriage is not the highest goal and end fulfillment
of all joy – worshipping Jesus is. The love of marriage and all its joys is only a faint shadow of the pleasures
of union with Christ. And while religious society and the Protestant Church has often treated the
unmarried or widowed with disdain, as less important, less mature, or less valuable, (but certainly less
fulfilled), Christ has redeemed “the eunuch” (who didn’t fit in the binary societal norm of marriage) and
given him not only an equal place in the kingdom, but a higher one. 

10 The disciples said to him, “If such is the case of a man with his wife, it is better not to marry.” 11 But he
said to them, “Not everyone can receive this saying, but only those to whom it is given. 12 For there are

eunuchs who have been so from birth, and there are eunuchs who have been made eunuchs by men, and
there are eunuchs who have made themselves eunuchs for the sake of the kingdom of heaven. Let the one

who is able to receive this receive it.”
(ESV Matt. 19:10-12)

As Craig Blomberg notes; 

If many Roman Catholics have overly exalted celibacy as an ideal, most Protestants have drastically
undervalued it. Christian singles need much more support from their married friends and their
churches, who must value them as equally significant members of the body of Christ. In a society that
constantly pressures people into hasty marriages, the church desperately needs to encourage all who
sense God leading them to remain single, for however long or short a period of time, to remain
faithful to his guidance.
(Matthew, The New American Commentary, 294)

 
Marriage in God’s design was not the ultimate end but only the signpost pointing to the end. It is a
preview, an appetizer, a foretaste of God’s redemption of the cosmos in which he brings heaven and earth
together, forming and redeeming a people for himself. Which means that with the coming of Christ, the
reality to which marriage only pointed as a picture is here in person, (Eph. 5:21-33), and with his return,
will be here in fullness. Sam Alberry explains the story of the Sadducees trying to trap Jesus in Matt. 22,
and points out the profound significance of Jesus’ explanation that in heaven we will be "as the angels" -
meaning, human marriage will not exist in heaven; 

“We need to let this sink in. Jesus is not just saying that there won’t be any more interminable photo
shoots, or any more awkward wedding lines, or any more hokey father-of-the-bride speeches. He is
saying that there will be no more earthly marriage. Marriage, as we practice it now, will have served its
purpose. Life then is a fulfillment of all that marriage now is meant to point to...Marriage is a picture
of Christ and the church. So when we enter into the fullness of our relationship with him, when the
church is finally presented to him as his perfected bride, the institution of marriage will have served its
purpose. We will have the reality; we will no longer need the picture. As Glynn Harrison reminds us:
‘The Bible does not teach that there will be no marriage in heaven. Rather, it teaches there will be one
marriage in heaven—between Christ and his bride, the church.’ … This reminds us that marriage now is
not ultimate. It will be absent in the age to come and is not vital in this present time. This reality is
reflected in the life of Jesus himself. The most fully human and complete person ever to live on this
earth did so as someone who was single, and yet he called himself “the bridegroom.”The marriage he
came for was the one all of us who are in him will enjoy will him for eternity. His singleness on earth
bore witness to this ultimate marriage he had come to establish.”

A Word To My Fellow Singles
The truth is, the church needs you. Whether college age, post college, or a high school student, you
contribute something unique to the body of Christ that married couples and families cannot. It is all too
easy in the contemporary church, because we exalt marriage, to end up idolizing it; to act as though
ultimate joy and fulfillment come only within the sexual bonds of marriage. To be sure, celibacy brings with
it the great pain of sacrifice and "going without." Singleness is a sought after state of freedom in the
secular world, because it is absent of marital commitment, but singleness as a Christian undoubtedly
means sacrifice. We choose to suffer pain and loss rather than to sin. We choose chastity over
enjoyment. In this sense, singlehood is a result of the fall, and is a painful state for any who must, with
God's help, endure it. That pain is all-too-real for all-too-many, and it would be insensitive of us to
minimize it, or worse, to pretend it didn't exist. I have often taught college students and explained "the
suffering of singlehood."

"If marriage shows us the shape of the gospel, singleness shows us its

sufficiency."

- Sam Allberry

(Tweet This)

But this is only one small part of the biblical view,
and we dare not let it dominate alone. In the wider
biblical view, regardless of their marital state, anyone
who has union with Christ has access to infinitely
more joy than could ever be had in any human
marriage, because you have the reality to which that
state could only point as an imperfect picture.
Pointing out how marriage images the love of Christ
to the church, Sam Alberry notes;

“If marriage shows us the shape of the gospel,
singleness shows us its sufficiency. This is why the
church needs single people. Not as a supposedly
endless source of free babysitting, but to remind us
that the joy and fulfillment of marriage in this life is
partial and can only be temporal. The presence of
singles who find their fullest meaning and
satisfaction in Christ is a visible, physical testimony
to the fact that the end of all of our longing comes in
Jesus” (Alberry). 

So What Do You Do With
Your Sexual Urges?
So what do you do with your sexual longings and urges, especially if you are single? Are they inherently
evil? Something to be wished absent and free of? Something to feel guilt and shame over? A thousand
times no! First, if married, the urges drive you into the arms of your spouse, which is exactly where you
belong. Second, if single for many of you, they will be evidence that God intends to gift you with the gift of
human marriage (I Cor. 7), and is even now preparing you for that gift. Gorge yourself in the Song of
Songs, and let this book form your mind and heart around a God-shaped vision of sexuality that will
prepare you to one day receive that gift in holiness. 

But third, even if you never enter human marriage, (and for all of you until you do), sexual longing is
meant by God to serve a far deeper purpose. It’s not meant by God to constantly frustrate you with a
longing you can’t honorably fulfill. What divine sadism would that be? God’s not out to cause us pain – he
is for us. As Sam Storms explains; 

The most important thing to remember as we talk about sexual purity is this: God is for you! God
wants you to win. People often view God as their adversary when it comes to sex: “He’s against me.
He’s hates sex. I’m repulsive to him. He’s ashamed of me for what I’ve done. And to be perfectly
honest, I can’t blame him much.” Misconceptions such as this only serve to convince us that our
situation is hopeless and drive us farther away from the arms of him whose love and support and
affirmation are the only thing that will enable us to win this war with the flesh. We must embrace the
truth that no one wants our sexual satisfaction more than God. I know that sounds bizarre, but it’s
true. This being the case, you may rest assured that He has provided everything necessary for your
success and for your holiness. 

"We will never ultimately make sense of what our sexuality is unless we

know what it is for—to point us to God’s love for us in Christ.”

- Sam Allberry

(Tweet This)

 Your longings and hunger are meant rather to point not just to marriage, but beyond it. Your urges are
meant to constantly remind you that full satisfaction of every kind can only ever come in Christ. In the
same way we eat only because we know hunger, we pursue God’s presence only because we know
unfulfilled longing. Glynn Harrison put it this way, “Whether we are married or single in this life, sexual
desire is our inbuilt homing instinct for the Divine, a kind of navigation aid showing us the way home. You
could think of it as a form of body language: our bodies talk to us about a greater reality of fulfillment and
eternal blessing, and urge us to go there.” Our sexual urges, even when unmet (or unmeetable), are meant
to point us to the Gospel. So what do you do with them? You don’t pretend they don’t exist. You don’t let
Satan use them to bring dangerous shame into your heart, and you don’t simply fulfill them however you
see fit. You rather form the habit of letting them drive you to Jesus, again, and again, and again. As Sam
Alberry explains, 

This is liberating. It means my sexual feelings don’t need to be met for their purpose to be fulfilled.
When I feel that deep sense of longing, that feeling of sexual restlessness and frustration, I am to
think of that ultimate restlessness that comes when we live apart from our Creator, a restlessness that
has its answer in the one who promised deep and abiding rest for all who come to him. Sexual sin
feels like the answer to that restlessness, but like all of sin’s pleasures, it is only temporary and fleeting
[and I would add, damaging]. Celibacy [and chastity until, and purity in, marriage] isn’t a waste of our
sexuality; it’s a wonderful way of fulfilling it. It’s allowing our sexual feelings to point us to the reality
of the gospel. 

We will never ultimately make sense of what our sexuality is unless we know what it is for—to point us
to God’s love for us in Christ.
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